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Abstract
Background: The degree to which conventional DNA sequencing techniques will be successful for
highly repetitive genomes is unclear. Investigators are therefore considering various filtering
methods to select against high-copy sequence in DNA clone libraries. The standard model for
random sequencing, Lander-Waterman theory, does not account for two important issues in such
libraries, discontinuities and position-based sampling biases (the so-called "edge effect"). We report
an extension of the theory for analyzing such configurations.

Results: The edge effect cannot be neglected in most cases. Specifically, rates of coverage and gap
reduction are appreciably lower than those for conventional libraries, as predicted by standard
theory. Performance decreases as read length increases relative to island size. Although opposite
of what happens in a conventional library, this apparent paradox is readily explained in terms of the
edge effect. The model agrees well with prototype gene-tagging experiments for Zea mays and
Sorghum bicolor. Moreover, the associated density function suggests well-defined probabilistic
milestones for the number of reads necessary to capture a given fraction of the gene space. An
exception for applying standard theory arises if sequence redundancy is less than about 1-fold.
Here, evolution of the random quantities is independent of library gaps and edge effects. This
observation effectively validates the practice of using standard theory to estimate the genic
enrichment of a library based on light shotgun sequencing.

Conclusion: Coverage performance using a filtered library is significantly lower than that for an
equivalent-sized conventional library, suggesting that directed methods may be more critical for the
former. The proposed model should be useful for analyzing future projects.

Background
Over the last few decades, DNA sequencing has firmly
established its role in the broader enterprises of scientific
and medical research. Enabled by ongoing development
and refinement of laboratory techniques, instruments,
and software, investigators are now studying a wide array
of genomes at a level of sophistication not before possi-

ble. While a number of sequencing approaches have been
devised, experience indicates that the efficacy of any par-
ticular one depends strongly upon the context of the target
sequence. For instance, the whole genome shotgun
(WGS) procedure has proved especially suited to
microbes [1]. Conversely, mammalian projects are being
completed using large-insert mapped clones, which are
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better able to resolve long-range assembly issues related to
DNA repeats [2].

Repetitive sequences are especially abundant in many of
the economically and agriculturally important plant spe-
cies. For example, the maize genome (Zea mays) is compa-
rable in size to the human genome, yet up to 80% of it
consists of retroelements [3,4]. The degree to which estab-
lished sequencing techniques will be successful for such
cases is not clear [5]. Two notable methods have been pro-
posed to address high-repeat projects. Both seek to filter
out repetitive regions, leaving primarily low-copy
"islands" to be amplified in a DNA library. Methyl filter-
ing excludes repetitive elements based on their elevated
levels of cytosine methylation [6]. Conversely, high-Cot
purification preferentially selects low-copy genic regions
based upon characteristic re-association rates [7,8]. In this
context, it can be considered a form of normalizing proce-
dure. Methyl filtering appears to be compatible only with
plant genomes [9], while Cot selection can be applied
broadly.

Genomic projects are generally guided by probabilistic
models of the underlying random processes. The seminal
work of Lander and Waterman [10] has long served as the
theoretical foundation for standard fingerprint mapping
and shotgun sequencing methods. Although not strictly
correct, the coverage model first used by Clarke and Car-
bon [11] is also treated as a de facto part of Lander-Water-
man (LW) theory. These formulations are predicated
upon an infinitely long genome, whose sequence is com-
pletely represented in the form of a non-biased clone
library. In mathematical terms, these clones and their
resulting sequence reads are taken to be independently
and identically distributed (IID). The LW model allows
one to estimate parameters of interest, e.g. sequence cov-
erage and the number of gaps, as functions of the number
of reads processed (Fig. 1, top).

Filtered libraries are, however, an incomplete representa-
tion of the target sequence. Specifically, they are punctu-
ated by fixed gaps of unknown size (Fig. 1, bottom).
When using the filtering schemes mentioned above, the
number of such gaps is expected to be large and this intro-
duces additional modeling issues. Consider, for example,
a de novo assembly. Without independent linking infor-
mation, it is not strictly possible to distinguish between
the fixed gaps native to the library and the sequence gaps
that evolve stochastically as a part of the coverage process.
Under ideal conditions, library gaps would clearly mani-
fest themselves only in the limit of an infinite number of
clones, because all sequence gaps should vanish.

So-called "edge effects" must also be considered for fil-
tered libraries. Demonstrating this phenomenon is a mat-

ter of simple probability. Suppose a genic island of size σ
is being covered by random sequence reads of length λ,
where λ <<σ. The terminal base position has only about a
1/σ chance of being covered by any individual read, while
the associated probability for an interior base position
(far from the terminus) is roughly λ/σ. Such differences
can be regarded as a form of position-based sampling bias
because preference for coverage is clearly shifted toward
the interior island regions. The fraction of an island
affected in this way can have significant implications on
the evolution of coverage and gaps.

Here, we report an extension to the standard LW theory
for filtered library configurations. It describes not only the
analogs of established LW parameters, but also several
new quantities of interest that arise as a consequence of
the fragmented nature of the library. Preliminary experi-
mental results have been favorable [12-14], suggesting
that filtering procedures will be applied on a broader scale
to the most recalcitrant genomes. For such projects, inves-
tigators must currently rely on a casual, but unproven
adaptation of LW theory. Here, all genic islands are artifi-
cially concatenated into a single "super-island" and the
size of this island is taken as the effective genome size. We
will refer to this idealization as the Lander-Waterman
Super Island (LWSI) model. Because this representation
neglects library gaps and the associated edge effects, the
degree to which it is applicable to actual projects is not
known.

Results and discussion
The mathematical model
A gap consists of any genomic region following a read that
is not manifested as coverage. Two types of gaps arise

Schematic of the covering process for the conventional con-tinuous library (top) versus the filtered discontinuous library (bottom)Figure 1
Schematic of the covering process for the conventional con-
tinuous library (top) versus the filtered discontinuous library 
(bottom).
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under this definition. If the uncovered region is repre-
sented in the library it is called a "sequence gap", other-
wise it is called a "library gap" (Fig. 1, bottom). The
numbers of sequence and library gaps are denoted by the
random variables S and L, respectively. We also define the
following random variables: C is the number of bases cov-
ered, I is the number of islands hit by at least one
sequence read, and R denotes the number of reads hitting
a particular island. (Table 1 summarizes the mathematical
notation used in the model.)

Let the filtered library consist of i islands, each of which is
σ base-pairs in size. Reads are taken to be of length λ base-
pairs and are assumed to be IID, as in the standard LW
model. Read length may include a reduction factor to
account for the number of bases effectively lost in detect-
ing overlap with another read [10]. We presume, as an
upper bound, that read length does not exceed island
length, i.e. λ ≤ σ

There are π = σ – λ + 1 possible placements of a read on
each island, and consequently, Π = iπ total placements
within the library. Assuming n reads have been processed,
the expected values of the random variables are given by
the following theorems.

Theorem 1 (library gaps). The expected number of library
gaps is

E�L� = i(1 – e-n/Π),

where e ≈ 2.71828 is Euler's number.

Theorem 2 (sequence gaps). The expected number of
sequence gaps when λ ≤ (σ + 1)/2 is

where n/Π is constrained according to Lemma 2, ρ = nλ/Π,
and δ = σ – 2(λ – 1).

Theorem 3 (coverage). The expected number of bases repre-
sented by the library that are covered by at least one sequence
read is

where λ ≤ σ/2.

Theorem 4 (reads per island). The number of sequence
reads placed on a specific island follows a Poisson distribution
with an average value (rate) of E�R�= n/i. In particular, the
probability that the island is not hit by any reads is exp(–n/i).

Theorem 5 (number of islands hit). The distribution of the
number of genic islands hit by one or more sequence reads is

where µ = i exp(–n/i) and the expected value is

E�I� = i(1 – e-n/i).

Theorems 2 and 3 have been derived according to param-
eters of current biological interest (Lemma 2). They also
adhere to their respectively stated, but less-restrictive
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Table 1: Mathematical notation

symbol type or formula meaning

C random variable number of bases covered
I random variable number of islands hit by at least one read
L random variable number of library gaps
R random variable number of reads hitting a particular island
S random variable number of sequence gaps
λ parameter length of a sequencing read
σ parameter size of a filtered island
i parameter number of filtered islands
n parameter number of sequencing reads processed
π σ - λ + 1 number of placements for a read on an island
Π i(σ - λ + 1) number of possible placements over whole target
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mathematical conditions. However, it is straightforward
to modify them when λ is larger relative to σ (see Meth-
ods).

These results enable one to probabilistically characterize
the shotgun sequencing process for filtered DNA libraries
in much the same way that standard LW theory is used for
conventional libraries. Filtering is expected to play a sig-
nificant role for the most difficult, repeat-laden genomes,
where cost and assembly issues may limit the success of
conventional techniques.

Investigators have had to rely on a rudimentary adapta-
tion of LW theory, whereby the fragmented library is
modeled as a single "super-island" [7,12,14]. Here, there
are i σ – λ + 1 ≈ i σ possibilities for placing clones of
length λ. In actuality, significantly fewer placements exist,
i(σ – λ + 1), owing to the discontinuities between islands.
Some statistics will be dramatically skewed as a conse-
quence, for example the expected contig size will not con-
verge to the correct value of σ. Accuracy of other quantities
is not clear. Also, there is no provision to estimate island-
specific statistics, such as the number of islands hit by at
least one read. The idealized LWSI model is correct only
for the special case i = 1, although errors for some of the
variables will be minimal if λ/σ is sufficiently small.

Here, we examine the sequencing process over a range of
parameters to discern the general trends that one should
be aware of. We also characterize some of the practical
applications relevant to filtered libraries and assess the
applicability of the "super island" (LWSI) assumption.
Our model can readily be applied to specific projects, as
well.

Coverage characteristics
Maize can be taken as a representative high-repeat
genome. Whitelaw et al. [12] describe shotgun sequencing
from filtered libraries. They report an average read length
of 719 bases and 50 base minimal overlap, so that the
effective read length is λ ≈ 669 bp. Genome size and
repeat content are taken as 2.7 Gb and 80%, respectively
[15]. If, for the moment, we assume perfect filtering, the
resulting library would comprise about 540 Mb of DNA
sequence.

Island size, unlike read length, cannot readily be charac-
terized a priori. Maize genes are thought to reside predom-
inantly in small, roughly 3 kb regions of unmethylated
DNA, which are surrounded by tracts of 20–200 kb highly
methylated, high-copy sequence [3,16,17]. Thus, the
maize gene space appears to be well-dispersed across the
physical genome with most genes being distinctly sepa-
rated from one another [18-22]. Recent analysis of BAC
clones supports this view [23]. In order to demonstrate
trends of interest, we will assume a representative island
size of 3,000 bases, but will additionally examine several
hypothetical islands that are multiples of this value (Table
2).

Evolution of the coverage process is shown in Fig. 2 for the
various island lengths, as well as the idealized LWSI
model [11]. Evidently, there is little difference in perform-
ance up to about 1× sequence redundancy. That is, cover-
age is largely independent of the size of islands in the
library. This reflects the tendency of reads to generate new
coverage early in a project, rather than increasing overlaps
of existing coverage. Gaps in the library appear to have lit-
tle influence in this stage. Even in the case of small islands,
it is likely that reads are preferentially populating the
uncovered, central portions of the various islands.

As more reads are processed, we would expect this trend
to change. Recall that the probability of a read covering a
specific base position decreases closer to the edge of an
island. This is the "edge effect". In this case, reads will tend
to generate commensurately higher rates of overlap in the
central regions, while the end regions will be covered at a
slower pace. Indeed, Fig. 2 shows that behavior begins to
diverge appreciably above 2× redundancy. Coverage
becomes a strong function of island size.

Coverage evolution for both the discontinuous island model and the LW "super-island" (LWSI) modelFigure 2
Coverage evolution for both the discontinuous island model 
and the LW "super-island" (LWSI) model.
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Table 2: Island characteristics for an idealized 540 Mb filtered 
maize library

nominal island type σ i

1 gene 3,000 180,000
2 genes (hypothetical) 6,000 90,000
4 genes (hypothetical) 12,000 45,000
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Fig. 2 also indicates that the fraction of a filtered library
that one can reasonably hope to obtain via random meth-
ods depends upon island size. For example, in the typical
case of 3,000 bp islands, one would still expect to be miss-
ing about 4% of the sequence after processing 8× worth of
reads. This figure contrasts with a 4% vacancy rate at
slightly more than 3× redundancy with conventional
libraries. Here, we would anticipate essentially complete
coverage at the 8× milestone. For libraries consisting of
6,000 bp and 12,000 bp islands, the situation is more
favorable. The model predicts vacancy rates of only about
2.5% and 1.3%, respectively, at 8× redundancy. Directed
methods may be necessary for resolving the sequence at
island edges.

The above observations call attention to a somewhat puz-
zling difference between filtered and conventional librar-
ies. It is well-known that longer reads yield improved
coverage performance for the latter. Specifically, coverage
goes exponentially according to the redundancy, defined
as nλ/G, where G is the genome size. Increasing the read
length, in particular the ratio λ/G, implies that commen-
surately higher coverages could be obtained with a given
number of reads. However, we have just observed that
increasing the analogous ratio λ/σ in filtered libraries
seems to slow the overall coverage rate.

This rather paradoxical behavior can be explained pre-
cisely in terms of the edge effect. In examining Thm. 3
more closely, we see that the first term (the one having a
coefficient 2i) quantifies the coverage dynamics of the end
regions. The coverage probability for any specific base in
this region is not a function of read length (see Proof of
Thm. 3), but the fraction of the island affected in this way
is. Thus, longer reads impart edge effects over a larger per-
centage of each island. Moreover, the average difference in
coverage probability between boundary and interior
regions for a read is λ/2. Thus, the disparity in coverage
probability between the two regions also grows in propor-
tion to read length. Again paradoxically, this effect starts
to diminish if reads become sufficiently long and finally
vanishes in the limit of λ → σ. However, this is simply a
consequence of the fact that all base positions once again
have an equal chance of being covered, so edge effects dis-
appear. Although perhaps not obvious, this limiting case
is described by Thm. 5.

Gap census and contig length trends
Again using maize parameters as an example, Fig. 3 shows
evolution of sequence gaps for the three island lengths in
Table 2, as well as the idealized LWSI model. These curves
are computed from Thm. 2 and are shown in the usual
units of i σ/λ [10].

As with coverage, performance appears to be mostly inde-
pendent of island size up to about 1× sequence redun-
dancy, but the cases differ appreciably after that. The rates
of gap closure decline significantly as the islands become
smaller. Underlying dynamics are similar to those dis-
cussed above for coverage. It is worth noting that these
trends are fundamentally different from what one realizes
when varying effective read length. In that instance, the
apparent number of gaps rises as reads become effectively
shorter. We find a similar behavior here when island
length is held fixed, although the convergence point is
independent of read length (data not shown). This effect
is a rather subtle consequence of the original method
devised for modeling detection thresholds. It is discussed
extensively in ref. [10], primarily in the context of finger-
print mapping. However, the phenomenon is not as rele-
vant to shotgun sequencing because detection thresholds
are small relative to read length and largely constant.
Here, we expect island size to be the more influential var-
iable.

Strictly speaking, library and sequence gaps are not com-
pletely independent of one another as we have implied
here. For instance, the generation of a library gap is synon-
ymous with placing a read in the end position of an
island. This event may inadvertently eliminate a sequence
gap, as well. We cannot rigorously claim that the total
number of gaps at any given point is simply the sum of the
two gap types. However, according to Thm. 1, the actual
number of library gaps should always be small compared
to the number of sequence gaps (data not shown). To be
more specific, the rate of library gap formation is very
slow; there are only i placements of a possible i (σ – λ + 1)
for which a read will spawn such a gap. Consequently, we

Evolution of gap census for both the discontinuous island model and the LWSI modelFigure 3
Evolution of gap census for both the discontinuous island 
model and the LWSI model.
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can take the sequence gap census alone as a good approx-
imation for the total number of gaps.

Assuming independence of the variables, we can approx-
imate the expected length of contiguous segments as
E�C�/E�S�. This expression is plotted in Fig. 4. Note that
curves derived from the filtered model converge essen-
tially to their respective island lengths, while the LWSI
model diverges. This is a well-known anomaly in the basic
Lander-Waterman formulation [24], although it has since
been resolved [25]. Convergence to maximum contig
length also appears to be faster for shorter islands. For
example, for 3,000 bp islands there is little increase in
average contig length after 5× sequence redundancy, while
the 12,000 bp case is still developing even at 7× redun-
dancy. Given the fundamental difference in longer-term
behavior, it is somewhat surprising that the LWSI seems to
be a better short-term indicator for contig length as com-
pared to coverage and gaps. Specifically, predicted lengths
seem to be independent of island size up to about 2×
sequence redundancy, rather than the 1× limit observed
for the other variables.

Application for gene tagging
One of the growing applications we anticipate for filtered
libraries is as a sampling method to rapidly prototype
gene sets. This procedure is referred to as "gene tagging"
[13,14]. Here, one simply obtains a light random sam-
pling of the filtered library and assesses gene hits via hom-
ology searching. A number of fundamental questions
revolve around how gene hits will be distributed for a
given number of sequencing reads. If we take island hits
as an analog of gene hits, Thms. 4 and 5 are useful for for-
mulating predictions. Conversely, the LWSI model is not
suited to such calculations because there is no considera-
tion of how islands are actually separated from one
another.

Investigators are often interested in rudimentary esti-
mates of the number of genes hit, for which we can apply
either of these theorems. Here, the governing parameter is
exp(–n/i), so that island and read lengths are irrelevant.
Data from two recent projects are available for compari-
son: a methyl-filtered sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) library
sampled at roughly 1.1× redundancy [14] and a combina-
tion methyl-filtered high-Cot maize (Zea mays) library
sampled at roughly 1.2× redundancy [13]. In the former
case, library size and average gene size were estimated as
iσ ≈ 262 Mb and σ ≈ 3 kb, respectively. Tagging results are
based on comparisons to 137 genes annotated from fin-
ished sorghum BAC clones [14]. For the latter case, we cal-
culate theoretical performance using the maize estimates
described above. Maize tagging results are based on WU-
BLASTN (W. Gish, personal communication) compari-

sons to 151 highly-annotated maize B73 genes [26] at a
minimum identity of 98%.

Fig. 5 shows the expected fraction of genes hit according
to both Thm. 5 and the experimental data. Theoretical
curves depend on the number of islands, as calculated
from parameter estimates. In particular, the sorghum
library is modeled as having i = 262 × 106/3,000 = 87, 333
islands, while the number of maize islands is estimated at
540 × 106/3,000 = 180,000. Agreement is relatively good
in both cases up to about 60–70% of the gene space, after
which the theory begins to over-predict the actual gene
representation. Here, each empirical curve lies >20 stand-
ard deviations below its respective theoretical prediction
(data not shown). This suggests systematic rather than sto-
chastic factors account for the difference. Specifically,
biases in the data are assumed to be present, although
they are difficult to characterize at this stage. For example,
Bedell et al. [14] speculate that perhaps 10% of sorghum
repeats may be under-methylated, and thus able to survive
the filtering process to some degree. Similarly, Whitelaw
et al. [12] found a non-trivial number of retrotransposons
in their combined methyl-filtered high-Cot maize library.
Tagging also depends on the ability to identify suitable
genes to assess, which itself is difficult and subject to error.

A more sophisticated calculation can be made with the
probability distribution given by Thm. 5. Again using the
parameters cited by Bedell et al. [14], we plot the tail prob-
ability of hitting various fractions of the gene space as a
function of sequence redundancy in Fig. 6. As we would
intuitively expect, the required redundancy increases with
the fraction of the gene space desired. The curves are sur-
prisingly sharp in all cases. That is, the theoretical mile-
stones for gene-tagging appear to be very-well defined. For

Evolution of average contig length for both the discontinuous island model and the LWSI modelFigure 4
Evolution of average contig length for both the discontinuous 
island model and the LWSI model.
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example, the probability of tagging at least 95% of the
gene space is vanishingly small below 0.71× sequence
redundancy, but approaches unity upon reaching 0.73×
redundancy. These analyses are clearly subject to the
biases discussed above. For example, Fig. 6 suggests that
the 1.1× sequencing depth should probably have captured
about 99% of the sorghum genes. However, Bedell et al.
[14] calculated the actual value to be about 95%. The gene
tagging process becomes more efficient as gene size
increases because the number of genic islands is commen-
surately less for a given library size (data not shown).

Estimating genic enrichment
Whitelaw et al. [12] proposed the idea of using the gap
census predicted by LW theory, specifically the LWSI
adaptation, to compute effective filtered genome size GL
from preliminary shotgun data. The LW equation can
readily be solved for GL as

so that the number of sequence gaps E�S� serves as an indi-
cator of GL. One can then estimate a genic enrichment fac-
tor G/GL, where G is the full genome size. Whitelaw et al.
[12] performed such calculations for methyl-filtered and
high-Cot maize libraries at less than 0.5× redundancy.
Bedell et al. [14] also applied this concept to a methyl-fil-
tered sorghum library at about 1× redundancy.

These calculations are founded on speculation that library
gaps and edge effects could be ignored. We already
described how performance is essentially independent of
such factors when sequence redundancy remains below

1×. It therefore appears that these two particular computa-
tions are reasonable. However, this is clearly not the case
in general. Standard LW theory will tend to under-esti-
mate gaps, and consequently to under-estimate GL for
higher redundancies. Genic enrichment factors would be
artificially high. From a practical standpoint, light shot-
gun redundancy in conjunction with Eq. 1 seems to be a
legitimate and convenient way to characterize enrich-
ment; there is little penalty in neglecting edge effects and
one need not estimate island size.

We note that GL in Eq. 1 can be further characterized in
terms of lower and upper bounds using the appropriate
distribution moments [25]. For example, Whitelaw et al.
[12] calculated the size of the combination methyl-fil-
tered high-Cot maize library to be roughly 413 Mb. Per-
forming similar computations at 3 standard deviations
above and below the mean, we estimate that the lower
and upper limits for library size are approximately 406.6
and 420.5 Mb, respectively.

Peterson et al. [7] proposed a method for the complemen-
tary task; they compute the number of reads needed to
cover a given filtered library fraction based on the "super-
island" assumption inherent in the Clarke-Carbon equa-
tion [11]. According to the above discussion, this is, in
principle, a reasonable approach. However, their specific
calculations are synonymous with a redundancy exceed-
ing 4× (99% coverage), making their estimates for n too
low. In fact, Fig. 2 suggests that edge effects will make 99%
random coverage difficult to achieve for any filtered
library.
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Conclusion
The primary assumption associated with DNA processing
models is that entities are distributed in an IID fashion.
Because there is little in the broad spectrum of experimen-
tal data that corroborates this supposition [27], we must
regard our results in the context of upper bounds of per-
formance. Actual projects should generally fall somewhat
short of predictions. Moreover, it can be difficult to a priori
estimate input parameters, especially the number and
average size of islands. Consequently, theoretical results
for specific projects should be interpreted with these lim-
itations in mind.

According to the trends discussed here, it is clear that if
island size is sufficiently large compared to read length,
the LWSI model will be sufficient for predicting a number
of relevant parameters. However, with the exception of
enrichment estimation discussed above, it does not
appear that this will be the case for most projects. For
example, we examined island sizes up to 12 kb, but edge
effects were still noticeable for reads ~700 bp in length. It
is unclear whether there are species whose average island
length would be substantially larger than this. Moreover,
there is an ongoing trend toward longer reads [28]. Cou-
pled with the need to calculate island-specific parameters,
we feel the model described here will play a role for fil-
tered library projects analogous to the one already estab-
lished by standard LW theory for conventional libraries.

We also suggest potential application of this model for
other non-traditional sequencing scenarios. For example,
there is increasing interest in sequencing ciliated protozoa
[29,30]. The macronuclear genomes of such organisms
consist of >20,000 distinct "nano-chromosomes", with an
average length of less than 3,000 base pairs. Because most
of these chromosome structures are too long to be tra-
versed with end-sequences, it is likely that a shotgun
approach will be necessary.

The observations made here have a number of practical
implications for the planning and execution of future fil-
tered library shotgun projects. In general, the progress
realized when using standard "full-length" reads will be
less than that of the equivalent WGS project. In many
cases, this implies stopping at what are conventionally
considered to be only moderate redundancies. For exam-
ple, results shown in Figs 2, 3, and 4 suggest little is gained
in sequencing 3 kb islands past about 5×. Likewise, they
indicate that assemblies would have less sequence cover-
age and less contiguity as compared to equivalent WGS
projects. Improved economy and performance of directed
methods become commensurately more important.

The model establishes λ/σ as the primary parameter gov-
erning edge effects. By varying island size, we found that

results for a given value of sequence depth improved as λ/
σ decreases. The same effect can clearly be obtained by
decreasing read length for a given island size. Pyro-
sequencing platforms immediately suggest themselves as
a good potential match for this application. For example,
current effective read lengths of about 150 bp [31] imply
λ/σ = 0.05 for 3 kb islands. Here, results would be roughly
equivalent to what is shown for the 12 kb islands in Figs
2, 3, and 4 using full-length reads. That is, contiguity and
sequence coverage would be much improved. Because
islands correlate with low-copy sequence content, we
would not expect reduced read lengths to substantially
impede the assembly process.

Methods
This section describes the mathematical proofs for the the-
orems reported in the Results section. First, we define a
nucleotide-based island coordinate system
x ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., σ}
whose origin is the left-hand boundary (Fig. 7). Coordi-
nate locations for sequencing reads refer to the starting
location of the read, i.e. the position of its left-most base.
Each read falls into one of three classifications.

1. Domain Read: A read for which no overlapping read will
extend past the right end of the island. The coordinate
range is x ∈ {1, 2, 3,..., σ – 2(λ – 1)}.

2. Boundary Read: A read for which one or more overlap-
ping reads can extend past the right boundary. The coor-
dinate range is x ∈ {σ - 2(λ – 1) + 1,..., σ – λ}.

3. Terminal Read: A read that resides on the extreme right
of the island. Its position is x = σ – λ + 1.

There are no read starting positions for x > σ – λ + 1. In LW
theory, all reads are of the domain type because the target
sequence is considered infinitely long. The additional
concepts of boundary and terminal reads allow us to
account for library gaps and edge effects in a structured
fashion.

Island coordinate system and nomenclatureFigure 7
Island coordinate system and nomenclature.

σ4321 ...

x
terminal  read

boundary  read
domain  read

σ − 2 ( λ − 1)
σ − λ + 1GENIC ISLAND
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Proof of theorem 1
A library gap on an island is manifested by the presence of
a terminal read, which can be placed in exactly one way.
By Lemma 1, the associated probability is ξ (1). Consider-
ing this event over all i islands in conjunction with the IID
assumption yields theorem 1.

Proof of theorem 2
This proof is based on the presumption 2λ ≤ σ + 1, which
we anticipate would characterize most library filtering
projects. That is, islands are long enough such that
domain reads actually exist. For shorter islands, appropri-
ate results can be derived by simply omitting the consid-
eration of domain reads.

Let us define event Θx as the start of a contig of reads at
position x on an island, where x is constrained according
to the above definitions of the read types. Also, define the

sub-events , whereby the contig is initiated
by reads 1, 2,..., n, respectively. Now,

, so that

As in LW theory, we may consider the sub-events to be
mutually-exclusive of each other (Lemma 2), from which
we find

This expression represents the probability that a contig
starts at position x on an island. For cases of biological
interest, n << Π, as described in Lemma 2. If this condition
is not met, one must instead utilize the full binomial
placement model as discussed in Lemmas 1 and 2.

Following Lander and Waterman [10], we observe that a
contig begins with the initiation of a "base read" at x and
continues until no overlapping reads are detected. This
event is denoted by Φx and can be taken to represent a gap
associated with position x on the island. For domain reads
of the type considered in LW theory, overlapping reads
can be found along the entirety of the base read. Here,

where the overbar represents the complement of the spec-
ified event. In light of the IID assumption, the corre-
sponding probability is

For boundary reads, the number of possible overlapping
reads depends explicitly on the distance of the base read
from the end of the island. Analysis reveals a similar
expression, except where the power λ in the previous
expression is replaced by σ – λ + 2 - x.

Asymptotic approximation can be applied to P (Φx) for
domain reads according to the argument discussed in
Lemma 2 for λ and the ratio nΠ-1. However, it is not valid
for boundary reads because σ – λ + 2 - x is not sufficiently
large, in general. Considering P (Φx) for every domain or
boundary read position x on each one of the i islands in
conjunction with the IID assumption then yields theorem
2.

Proof of theorem 3
This proof is based on the presumption 2λ ≤ σ, which we
anticipate would characterize most library filtering
projects. That is, there are no base positions that would be
covered with complete certainty for any read that hits the
island. For shorter islands, appropriate results can be
derived in a similar fashion to that shown here.

According to Lemma 1, the probability P (Θx) of a clone
traversing a specific position x on an island can be
deduced by simply counting the number of ways a seg-
ment can cover this position. If x <λ, the left boundary
constrains the position, giving exactly x successful place-
ments. Likewise, symmetry dictates the same behavior at
the right boundary, so that the number of placements is
σ – x + 1 when x > π. For each of the remaining positions,
no boundary constraints exist, so that there are λ success-
ful placements. Therefore,

where again, function ξ is defined by Lemma 1. Consider-
ing P (Θx) for every position x on each one of the i islands
in conjunction with the IID assumption then yields theo-
rem 3.
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For segment lengths λ > σ/2, probability is identical to the
above for the first two cases, but their limits are changed
to x <π and x > λ, respectively, and the last case becomes ξ
(π). Expected value of coverage could then be found by
similar algebraic operations.

Proof of theorem 4
The number of reads placed on an island does not
depend upon position. Each read either hits a specific
island with probability p = i–1, or it does not hit this

island with  = 1 – i–1. The process is binomial since the
n reads are IID. However, as i and n are both large for cases
of interest, it essentially behaves according to a Poisson
distribution having a rate n/i.

Proof of theorem 5
By Thm. 4, the probability that an island is hit by at least
one read is 1 – exp(–n/i). The expected number of islands
hit is obtained by considering this case for all i islands.
Since position is irrelevant, this process is equivalent to
the classical occupancy problem having i bins. Feller [32]
reports the asymptotic distribution.

Supporting lemmas
The following Lemmas represent simplifications of bino-
mial processes that are valid for typical filtered genomic
libraries, i.e. those having many islands. Scenarios in
which the number of islands is small can readily revert to
the underlying binomial descriptions.

Lemma 1. The probability that a particular event occurs on a
specific island is

ξ (β) = 1 – e–β n/Π,

where β denotes the number of local read placements on the
island associated with realizing the event.

Proof. Let Φj denote realization of the event on the island
in question for a specific read j. We have Φj = Θ1 ∩ Θ2,
where Θ 1 and Θ2 denote, respectively, that read j lands on
the required island and that it instantiates the event. All
islands are identical, so Θ2 does not depend on Θ1. If there
are β placements that instantiate the event on an island,
the probability is

which can be written more succinctly as P (Φj) = β/Π. The
probability of not realizing the event for a specific read j is

simply the complement .

Reads are of uniform length and are independent of one
another, thus satisfying the IID assumption. Conse-
quently, this scenario is binomial over the collection of n
reads; each read either instantiates the event, or it does
not. The probability of not realizing the event for any of
the n reads is clearly

The probability of the main event itself is simply the prob-

ability that it is caused by one or more reads: .

To complete the proof, we must show that the asymptotic
form is valid. The relevant functions expand as

and

which are clearly equivalent in an asymptotic sense as n
becomes large. In the limit β → σ – λ + 1, all placements
on an island instantiate the event, so that β/Π → i–1. This
represents the worst case for the approximation's accu-
racy. For the typical filtered library, we expect i > 104, so
that the exponential form would be valid for characteristic
values of n. For example, after n = 104 reads the approxi-
mation error would be limited to a maximum value of
about 0.005%.

Lemma 2. The start of a contig can be considered according to
a mutually-exclusive read placement process having a probabil-
ity n/Π.

Proof. Let  denote the event where read j starts at posi-
tion x and thereby instantiates a contig at that location.
The probability of this event is clearly binomial; the read
either starts a contig at x with probability 1/Π, or it does
not with complementary probability 1 – 1/Π. The proba-
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bility of at least one of the n reads starting a contig is given
by Lemma 1 as ξ (1). This quantity expands as

Let us define ζ = λ/σ, so that the quotient n/Π can be recast
as

Here, ∆ = nλ (iσ)–1 is the conventional sequence redun-
dancy, which is usually less than 10. Read lengths are typ-
ically λ > 500, while we anticipate ζ < 0.25 for most
biologically-relevant cases. Also, σ –1 << 1, making its con-
tribution negligible. Consequently, n/Π is, at most, on the
order of about 0.02. This implies the above expansion is
well-approximated by its first term alone, with the maxi-
mum error being about 1% for the stated parameters. This
one-term approximation is identical to what one obtains
from a strict model of a mutually-exclusive starting proc-
ess, i.e.
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